
 

 

30 April 2019 (Tuesday) 

Expert Talk at RKVM School, Thatipur, Gwalior 

The Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering, ASET conducted an Expert talk on 30 April 2019 in the Vivekananda 
Hall of the Rama Krishna Vidya Mandir, School, Thatipur, Gwalior, (M.P.).  The main motive behind expert talk was to associate with 
schools to start an institutional collaboration in different social awareness, technical and academic activities through expert lecture 
series. Around 175 students and 20 faculty members from Rama Krishna Vidya Mandir, School, Thatipur, Gwalior (M.P.) participated 
in the event.The talk was planned in three sessions.  

In the first session Mrs. Rinkoo Bhatia, Assistant Professor (ECE), ASET, AUMP, Gwalior delivered the talk on the topic  “Career choices 
after Secondary Education”. Mrs. Rinkoo Bhatia enlightened the participants on Career education.She also suggested best courses and 
career Options for the Science Stream Students. She explained about eligibility criteria and selection process for reputed engineering, 
medical colleges, Fashion Technology, Agriculture & Allied including Veterinary Sciences Institutes, Institute of Advanced 
Management and defense services such as NDA and 10+2 TES.The main focus was to create an awareness of Career path after 
Secondary Education for higher secondary School students to develop planning for their career and modern skills among students. 
The expert talk was intended to provide knowledge about the planning for a career, choosing the right career path after secondary 
education and opportunities to school students.   

In the second session again Mrs. Rinkoo Bhatia, Assistant Professor (ECE), ASET, AUMP delivered the talk on the topic “Lateral 
thinking and creativity” where she put her views on lateral thinking and ceartivity. She also explained various aspects of Lateral 
thinking and creativity.  

In the third session Mr. Narendra Kumar Garg, Assistant Professor (ECE), ASET, AUMP delivered an expert talk on the topic”Smart 
Googling”. In his talk Mr. Garg provide certain tips for the effective search on Google. Through this talk students were taught to do 
smart googling so that they can get the required result very fast and effectively and hence they can save their precious time. 

After each session students asked various questions to the experts.Expert talk resulted in knowledge sharing to young students. This 
resulted in enhanced knowledge for better career options, lateral thinking and effective seach on google. 

During each session students were given a small quiz and awarded with the certificate of appreciation for those who answered 
correctly. 

 

 



 

 

 

                                   

            

 

 

 

 


